In this module, you will...

• Take a look at other features

• Learn how each feature can be used

• Discover the benefits of interacting with your classmates on CircleIn
More to CircleIn than the Feed...

There’s more to CircleIn than the Class Feed, where you can thank students for their posts, comment on them, ask questions, and answer questions.

The greatest part of CircleIn is that you get rewarded for giving and getting help with other students in your classes. Everyone wins!
Any time, any place

It’s hard to get every person on the same schedule to meet-up after class. CircleIn makes it easier by letting you connect with your classmates on an app dedicated just for your studies.
Instantly Chat with Classmates

Create individual and group messages with your classmates so that you can reach them whenever you need help or have help to give.

Bonus tip: add your classmates to your **Study Circle** to instantly be notified when they upload a new post to the feed. Brilliant!
Why interact with my classmates on CircleIn?

You may be asking yourself why should I interact with my classmates on CircleIn when I can just be a spectator on the app. Here’s why...

Top 5 Reasons to Interact On CircleIn:
1. Build a community of support for a rainy day—who knows when you’ll need a helping hand in class
2. Help others succeed—everyone should have the chance to be a successful student
3. Gain community service hours—help others and earn community service hours that can be used for various applications
4. Earn points for rewards—the more you contribute to the environment on CircleIn, the more points you can redeem for real-life rewards
5. Increase understanding—the more you discuss different concepts, the more your brain can practice those concepts!
You’ve finished Module 4!

Genius! Up next:

• Reviewing what you’ve learned
• Module 5: Now You’re Ready